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Step 1
UNICORN HORN

Colour
your gumpaste with 
Americolor Lemon yellow 
(this assists with obtaining 
the gold colour once glitter 
is sprinkled).

Roll 
your gumpaste into a long 
“sausage” making sure one 
end is thicker than the 
other (this will give a good 
shape to the Unicorn Horn)

Measure 
the length of the horn against your 
dowell road and then begin to Roll 
the Sausage starting with the 
thickest end being the base of the 
Horn and ending in the thinner end 
being the tip of the Horn.

Sprinkle 
Leave enough of your dowel round 
at the base to place firmly in the 
cake. Add a light brush of piping 
gel over the Horn and then 
Sprinkle with Rolkem Crystal Gold 
to completely cover the Horn.
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Step 2
UNICORN EARS

roll and cut
To make the Unicorn ears, for the outer ear 
roll the white Gumpaste out and then cut out 
two of the larger hearts.
For the inner ears use some of the remaining 
gumpaste from step 1 above and roll out and 
cut out two smaller hearts for the inner ears.

SPRINKLE AND STICK 
Brush the face side of these lightly with piping gel 
and then sprinkle with Rolkem Gold Crystal to 
completely cover. Gently paint the white outer ear 
with piping gel and then adhere the Gold inner 
ears to them.  The pointy part of the heart is the 
top of the ears.

CURVE AND INSERT 
Use a Tooth pick and dip in sugarflower glue 
before gently inserting into the base of the 
ear. Curve the ears slightly to mimick the 
Unicorns ears.
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Step 3
UNICORN EYES

roll CUT AND SPRINKLE
Using a paper cut template make the 
Unicorn’s eyes.  Roll out your yellow 
gumpaste from steps 1 and 2 above.  Apply a 
light coating of piping gel and gently sprinkle 
with Rolkem Crystal Gold.

PLACE 
Place the Horn of the Unicorn in a 
suitable position on the top of the cake 
with the Ears to each side as you wish.

Step 4
DECORATE

PIPING
Having coloured your buttercream place into 4 
separate bags with the four different Icing Tubes 
begin piping rosettes as the Unicorns mane.  It is 
easiest to begin with the largest Tube and work 
yourself down to the smaller tube as infills.  Place 
Gold Cachous at evenly spaced positions on the 
mane to give the mystical look! 
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PLACE EYES 
Place a light brush of piping gel or sugar 
flower glue on the back of the eyes and then 
place in position on the front of your Unicorn.  
Adjust the “lashes” !

shopping list

Gumpaste (white) – for horn, ears and eyes

Americolor Gels :   
Lemon Yellow (horn, ears and eyes)
Electric purple (buttercream mane)
Electric Yellow (buttercream mane)
Deep Pink (buttercream mane)
Electric Blue (Buttercream mane)

Sweetcut Mat

Cornflour bag (for rolling gumpaste)

Fondant Smooth

Rolkem Gold  Crystal Dust

Dowel Rod for shaping Horn

Piping Gel

Sugar Flower Glue

Paint Brush for Piping Gel

Baking Paper (small sheet)

Rolling Pin

Tooth Picks (x 2 for ears)

Buttercream (white to be coloured for Mane)

Heart Cookie Cutters 
(2 sizes – for outer ear and inner ear)

Icing Tips – 852 + 869 + 30 + 199

Gold Cachous (dragees – approx. 4mm)

SHOP NOW

https://goo.gl/7Y3Tgc

